KEYS TO TEST LEVEL A (ELEMENTARY)

PAPER TWO : READING COMPREHENSION

SECTION A

0.5 mark for each correct answer. Total : 10

SECTION B

2 marks for each correct answer. Total : 10

Total marks for paper two : 20

PAPER THREE : USE OF ENGLISH

SECTION A
26. who  31. all  36. won
27. every 32. used  37. on
28. soon 33. enough  38. few
29. home 34. listening  39. wait
30. used  35. what  40. afford

1 mark for each correct word. Total : 15

SECTION B
41. She takes a bath every morning.
42. Now she dances more beautifully than she used to.
43. How long does it take him to get to school every day?
44. Last Wednesday, Bill rang his office at nine o’clock.
45. I have lived in Ho Chi Minh City for 10 years.
46. People come from all over the world to visit the city of Hiroshima.
47. Billy is such an old man that he has to live with his children.
48. Oliver Twist was first published in 1838.
49. It is too heavy for him to lift.
50. I’ll be able to come tomorrow.

1.5 marks for each correct sentence. Total : 15

Total marks for paper three : 30

Total marks for paper two and three : 50